Automatic analysis of hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectra of peptides and proteins using calculations of isotopic distributions.
High mass-resolving power has been shown to be useful for studying the conformational dynamics of proteins by hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) exchange. A computer algorithm was developed that automatically identifies peptides and their extent of deuterium incorporation from H/D exchange mass spectra of enzymatic digests or fragment ions produced by collisionally induced dissociation (CID) or electron capture dissociation (ECD). The computer algorithm compares measured and calculated isotopic distributions and uses a fast calculation of isotopic distributions using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The algorithm facilitates rapid and automated analysis of H/D exchange mass spectra suitable for high-throughput approaches to the study of peptide and protein structures. The algorithm also makes the identification independent on comparisons with undeuterated control samples. The applicability of the algorithm was demonstrated on simulated isotopic distributions as well as on experimental data, such as Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectra of myoglobin peptic digests, and CID and ECD spectra of substance P.